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           MESSAGE FROM ISME’S CEO

Dear Colleague,  

Welcome to our 15th issue of ‘The Owner 

Manager’.  Since our last correspondence back 

in March, there’s been plenty of activity here in 

ISME. Some highlights include: in April - we met 

with our UEAMPE colleagues (they are the 

‘European ISME’) to discuss small business 

policy, and Brexit opportunities; in May, we held 

our nationwide Elevate Business Briefings; in 

June, we held our very successful annual lunch 

with guest speaker, Moya Doherty, who was 

presented with the ISME medal.   

While 2017 has presented itself as a year of 

challenges, we at ISME have been busy keeping 

abreast of these issues facing the SME sector. 

We have made representations, publications 

and submissions to government departments, 

opposition parties and to the media in areas 

regarding Brexit, insurance, business costs, 

public sector pay and commercial rates.  

 

In March we released the findings from our 

Brexit survey, which were published in national 

and international newspapers. These results 

were used in our missives and submissions to 

both government departments and opposition 

parties, on the impact Brexit will have on the 

SME sector.  

 

We ask all businesses to fully understand  

when looking at the challenges of Brexit to look 

at their supply chain. Ask yourselves - Who are 

your customers? Who are their customers? Who 

are your suppliers? Who are their suppliers? 

Until you can answer those questions with some 

level of confidence, you will not understand how 

Brexit impacts you.  

We always listen attentively to the feedback we 

receive from our members. As such, we issued a 

survey and publication in May on the subject of 

local authority commercial rates. These results 

have demonstrated the urgent need for reform 

in this area. We will continue to press 

Government on this issue. The results and report 

can be found on our website.   

We launched our policy document in June calling 

on the Government to introduce a Perjury Act to 

punish those who wilfully lie under oath. We feel 

this change in law is necessary to help tackle 

white-collar crime in general; and will contribute 

to the lowering of insurance costs in the long-

term. Our submission was supported by 

Supermac’s founder Pat McDonagh, whose 

outlets have been affected hugely by increasing 

insurance costs due to fraudulent claims.  

Currently we’re working on our pre-budget 

submission for the Department of Finance, Public 

Expenditure and Reform. If you have any 

pressing issues that you would like us to include 

going forward then please do not hesitate to let 

us know.  

Finally, as Summer draws to a close, our 

attention will focus on our annual conference 

which takes place November 3rd in City West 

Hotel.  

From all the staff in Kildare Street, I wish you the 

best.  

 

Neil McDonnell,  

CEO  

https://www.isme.ie/isme-brexit-survey-results
https://isme.ie/ismes-local-authority-commercial-rates-survey-results
https://www.isme.ie/case-perjury-act


 

QUIT SELLING AND HELP PEOPLE BUY 
 

As business owners, some of us may be 

directly involved in sales, whilst others may 

employ a team of people to sell our various 

products and services, depending on the 

nature and size of the business.  Yet, how 

often have we stopped to ask ourselves the 

following: 

 

•  How effective are we at selling to our 

customers? 

•  Do we ‘order take’ rather than ‘order 

make’? 

•  How often do we listen to our customers 

and find out what they really need? 

•  Can we honestly say we always give the 

right advice on what they truly want? 

 

I am sure you are familiar with that feeling 

when you contact a company or pop into a 

store with the full intention of buying 

something.  You may have even carried out 

research beforehand and know the specific 

item you wish to purchase.  Other times, you 

may know you want to buy a particular type 

of product, although you are unsure which 

one to choose.  So, you rely on the 

salesperson you meet. However, you don’t 

always get exactly what you need.  And 

sometimes you don’t realise until it’s too 

late. 

 

Very often, I find that sales people vary greatly in 

how they help us to find exactly what we 

need.  Many will warmly begin by asking us “how 

can I help you?”  Yet quickly, they fall into the 

trap of instantly asking “how much do we have 

to spend?” and immediately introducing us to 

the assigned product range. Whilst some of the 

questions are certainly valid, when they are out 

of sequence they can hinder the sale. They can 

also blindside both parties, preventing them    

from unravelling the customer’s true needs and 

in finding the right fit. 

 

 

I am sure you can relate to the example when 

you decide to buy a new mobile phone.  You 

go into a shop, explain you want an upgrade 

and the sales person asks how much you have 

to spend. You agree a figure of €100 and they 

proceed to show you different options, 

explaining a little about each.  You make a 

decision and purchase your new phone. Two 

weeks later, you meet a friend who tells you 

about their fabulous new phone, which they 

can run their entire business on. They tell you 

about the amazing battery life, vast memory 

and capacity to manage email, or even the 

wonderful camera.  You ask what it cost to 

upgrade and they tell you €150.  You sit and 

think this is exactly what I need and wonder 

why the sales person did not recommend that 

phone, claiming you would have spent the 

extra money. 

 

One of the best pieces of advice I was ever 

given was to “quit selling and help people 

buy”.   As owner managers, I believe we need 

to take responsibility for how we and/or our  

team engage with customers. We should take 

stock and lead by example.  Sometimes, 

customers may know what they want.  On the 

other hand, we also need to remember there 

are times when they see us as the experts in 

our particular field, so they rely on us to 



recommend the product or service that best 

suits their business. 

 

It is important to assure customers that 

we are there to help them.  We need to 

talk with them, gain their trust and then 

explain to them why we need to ask 

questions before launching into what  

otherwise could sound like an  

interrogation.  Otherwise, how can we 

truly help them make the right decision? 

Looking back at the earlier example, we 

can now see how the mobile phone sales 

person could easily have established how 

much we knew about the phone and what 

we really needed by using appropriate 

questions and in the right order.   

 

By working out what is important to us in 

a phone, they could have learnt our 

preferences and priorities.  As a result, 

they might just have realised we needed 

something completely different.  And who 

knows, we might even have spent more 

because at this stage they would have 

proven value too. 
 

Karen Sommerville is the Managing Director of Call Focus and a member of ISME.  With over 25 years’ 

experience, Call Focus helps companies enhance communications with customers, provide better customer 

service and ultimately increase sales through training, mentoring and consulting.  For more ideas, visit 

www.callfocus.ie. Karen is also a prominent trainer in Sales and Business courses with ISME Skillnet.   

 

ISME Training provides training specifically designed for and delivered to SMEs, offering practical tools that can 

be implemented immediately in your company. A full schedule of ISME Skillnet Training can be found here. For 

further information or to book a course, contact Sheila Flannery at 01 6622755 or sheila@isme.ie.  

 

www.callfocus.ie
https://www.isme.ie/training/training-schedule
mailto:sheila@isme.ie


 



 

 

  

 

ISME Annual Lunch 2017 
 

The lunch took place in Croke Park on Friday 2nd June with guest speaker, Moya Doherty. 

Before the lunch the AGM was held and new members of the National Council were elected. 

The Incoming chair, Ciaran Murtagh presented James Coghlan, Outgoing Chair with the 

ISME Medal. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Skillnet Training 
 

ISME Skillnet organised a series of VAT Training Sessions for members of The Irish Travel Agents 

Association (ITAA) in Buswells Hotel, Dublin on 15th June, the Imperial Hotel, Cork on 21st and 

22nd June. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Launch of Policy Document on Perjury Act 

 

Neil McDonnell, CEO and Ciaran Murtagh, Chair were joined by Supermacs founder Pat McDonagh 

at the launch of its policy document on the need for a Perjury Act on Thursday 22nd June in 

Buswells Hotel, Dublin. This issue has since received extensive national coverage in print and 

broadcast. It has also featured on the agenda in the Oireachtas joint Committee on Justice and 

Equality. 
 

 

 

 

 

ISME Briefing Sessions 

 

During May, we delivered a series of Business Briefings in Dundalk, Kilkenny, Dublin, Limerick and 

Cork. All sessions were introduced by CEO Neil McDonnell who discussed our policy and plans. The 

talks focused on HR issues and also included a presentation from a local SME at each venue. 



 



TRADE, BUSINESS GROWTH AND SURVIVAL OF THE 
FITTEST 

   
There is no point in any year where businesses 
do not have to make choices. Some sound 
bigger than others and can fall flat (Y2K 
anyone?) whilst others live up to their billing.  
 
Irish business must operate on the basis that a 
hard Brexit is going to take place. In the event 
of the EU crashing out as some of the more 
reckless Tories are inclined to say, companies 
with exposure to Agribusiness and Aviation in 
particular will be badly impacted. This is the 
easy to see part.  
 
But what about, for instance, companies doing 
business with Ulster Bank? We know from the 
payments problems they had that files are 
transferred and managed via the old Natwest 
technology systems in the UK. How and where 
does the border settle on this virtual supply 
chain?  

 
We know that 70% of all goods inward come via 
Dover and crossings from the Irish sea rather 
than the Celtic sea. The remaining 30% comes 
from France but most of that is shipped 
between April and October. Suppliers, 
Importer/Exporters all face profound 
disruption if Brexit manifests itself in the most 
dramatic form imaginable.  
 
So far, so obvious, so what! Irish companies 
have the opportunity to pivot and look beyond 
our nearest and closest neighbour, collaborator 
and customer, the United Kingdom. For some 
sectors, this is an existential necessity, for 
others it is simply the smart and appropriate 
response to this major global event. Ireland was 

good at internationalisation before the boom 
years took hold. We have a very different 
narrative to tell now. Until the late 1990s 
Ireland was by any definition what we would 
called today “an emerging economy”. It is now 
among the most developed nations on earth 
with businesses with the skills, competencies 
and capabilities of servicing its needs.  
 
The historian and critic Lord Clarke once said, 
“it is lack of confidence, more than anything 
else, that kills a civilisation. We can destroy 
ourselves by cynicism and disillusion, just as 
effectively as by bombs”. Irish companies re-
engage the world in 2017, not 1987 and do so 
as peers with a very strong story to tell – 
assuming we get on planes and boats to tell it.  
 
So, what practically can Irish companies do to 
mitigate the impacts of Brexit? 
 

• Develop a strong plan for growth and start 
to profile markets where goods, services 
and/or knowledge held within the 
company has a commercial value that can 
be monetized; 
 

• Focus on how you can work through 
network development, consortium 
development and partnerships with 
international companies that complement 
your skillset; 
 

• Start looking at and profiling known 
international opportunities in public sector 
markets and aim to use them as a 
beachhead to develop new markets 
overseas.  



 
 
IntertradeIreland run a series of tender 
education programmes and also have a Brexit 
advisory service aimed at assisting SMEs cope 
with impacts of Brexit. Many of these supports 
are free of charge or cost a nominal fee.  
 
The Local Enterprise Offices also offer supports 
(e.g. mentoring) that can help a company take 
the first few steps towards reducing risk and 
increasing control over their commercial 
future. Larger companies can avail of supports  
 
 

 
 
through Enterprise Ireland and other sectoral 
organisations.  
 
Dr Leon C. Megginson, summarising Darwin’s 
theory of evolution in an academic paper 
actually wrote the words often attributed to 
Darwin: “It is not the strongest species that 
survive, nor the most intelligent, but the ones 
most responsive to change.” In the brave new 
world we turn towards, we have a choice to 
respond to the changes in our environment or 
face the consequences of inertia.  
 

Ross McCarthy is Managing Director of Keystone Procurement, a company that provides a range of 
creative strategic solutions that address business growth and innovation needs. Keystone Procurement 
have partnered with ISME to offer a range of procurement support services to our members including: 
Bid and tender support services, Technical procurement advice, Consortium Facilitation & Instigation 
& Procurement Training. To find out more about ISME Affinity Schemes please contact info@isme.ie. 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 

mailto:info@isme.ie


 



EMPLOYING YOUNG PEOPLE 

 

Over the school holidays many young 

people will enter the workforce as 

summer workers.  During the summer 

months, anybody over the age of 14 can 

be employed but 14-16-year olds must be 

employed for “light work” only.    

 

While young workers are entitled to 

broadly similar working rights as 

experienced adults there are also some 

important additional protections for them 

relating to working hours and rest 

intervals, summarised in the table below.  

In addition, those under 16 cannot be 

permitted to work before 8am, or after 

8pm for any reason.  Those aged between 

16 and 18 cannot work before 6am or 

after 10pm.   

Minimum wage requirements also differ 

for Under 18’s.  The current minimum  

 

 

wage for those under 18 in €6.48 per 

hour.   

Employer obligations: 

There are also a number of specific 

employer obligations of which you should 

be aware if looking to employ a worker 

under the age of 18. 

• A birth certificate or similar proof 

of age, in addition to written 

permission from the young 

person’s parent or guardian (for 

14-16 year olds) must be 

requested prior to employment 

commencing 

 

• Specific records must be kept to 

include the employees full name, 

date of birth, starting and finishing 

times, wage rate, and total wages 

paid 

 

• An official summary of the 

Protection of Young People’s Act 

should be given to each new 

employee, in addition to their 

terms of employment within 1 

month of becoming employed 

For more on employing young people, 

please see our website, call 01-6622755 or 

contact niamh@isme.ie. 

Age 14-16 16-18 

Maximum Weekly Working Hours 35 40 

Maximum Daily Working Hours 7 8 

Working Hours Rest Breaks Half hour after 4 hours work Half hour after 4.5 hours 
work 

Daily Rest Break 14 consecutive hours between 
shifts 

12 consecutive hours 
between shifts 

Weekly Rest Break 2 days (Preferably consecutive 
days) 

2 days (Preferably 
consecutive days) 

http://www.isme.ie/
mailto:niamh@isme.ie


ISME INVOLVED WITH EUROPEAN ‘HUBLINKED’ PROJECT 

 

ISME are one of many partners in a new 
three-year European Project that was 
launched earlier this year.  The project, 
‘HubLinked’ is led by Dr. Deirdre Lillis, 
Head of the School of Computing at the 
Dublin Institute of Technology (DIT). 

The second partner meeting to progress 
and commence project the work streams 
was recently held in South Korea at 
Kyungpook National University (KNU) in 
Deagu.  ISME was represented at this 
meeting by our new Training and 
Development Manager, Sheila Flannery. 
 
The goal of HubLinked is to strengthen 
Europe’s software innovation capacity by 
learning from regions of proven ICT 
strength and sharing that knowledge will 
all regions, by creating a sustainable 
strategic network of major European ICT 
hubs. HubLinked will (i) improve the 
effectiveness University-Industry (U-I) 
linkages between computer science 
faculty and different types of companies 
(ii) develop global software innovator 
graduates that can work in any sector and 
(iii) upskill academic and industry staff to 
engage in U-I linkages for software 

innovation. 

The ICT sector is a major economic sector 
in Europe, however, HubLinked also 
includes SME’s in the non-software sector  

to provide a ‘low-cost low-commitment’ 
mechanism to prototype software 
innovations. An established partnership of 
large, industry-focused computer science 
faculties have come together with a 
representative mix of industry partners 
(large multinationals, SME’s in both the 
software and other sectors and start-up 
companies). 

 
During the lifetime of the project, the 
HubLinked partnership can directly reach 
over 3,000 companies, 12,000 students 
and 400 staff. A network of European ICT 
professionals will be created by 
HubLinked to increase the innovation 
capacity and competitiveness of European 
software hubs and help underpin 
education, research, innovation, trade and 
economic development for years to come. 

ISME will our keep members informed 

about HubLinked as it progresses. If you 

have an interest and would like to 

participate in related research, please 

contact: sheila@isme.ie. 

mailto:sheila@isme.ie


DIVERSITY CAN BE EASIER TO ACHIEVE THAN WE THINK! 
 

We often consider diversity to be a 
benefit that only the larger players in our 
sector can enjoy. Most of us have heard 
about the advantages of employing 
different and diverse teams of people and 
the positive impact it can have on our 
workplaces, on profits, on productivity 
levels and staff morale in general.  
 
But how do we do it? What makes it 
work? What’s the magic formula? And 
what do we do if it goes wrong? As SME’s, 
we feel like we are taking a great risk if 
something happens that we are unsure 
how to deal with and manage 
successfully. 
 
At this stage, many of us have heard the 
arguments for diversity and agree that the 
research exists to support such initiatives. 
Many of us may have attended some 
diversity and disability awareness training 
at some stage in our working lives or 
worked in organisations where the culture 
of diversity was embraced and discussed.  

 
Others may have heard it discussed but 
never acted upon as there never seemed 
to be a good place to start. An inclusive 
employment policy is frequently created 
and then shelved, never to be seen again.  
 
Some of us may look at our organisations 
and consider that a diverse workforce 
could potentially increase profits and 

productivity but we simply don’t know 
where to begin. And if we are truly honest 
with ourselves, we are somewhat afraid of 
the prospect as we may not know 
anything at all about managing disability 
in the workplace. 
 
Previously, all efforts at creating a more 
diverse and disability-friendly workplace 
were focused on awareness raising and 
training - we discussed the theory of 
disability, models of disability and how to 
communicate and interact with people of 
all kinds of disability. We identified our 
biases and realised that diversity itself is 
so diverse that solutions can appear just 
as complex as the issues we are seeking to 
resolve. 

 
At this stage, most of us are all talked out! 
Now is the time to give all Irish managers 
and business owners the practical advice, 
examples, case studies and tools to 
successfully manage disability in the 
workplace. 
 
Employer Disability Information (EDI) is 
here to help you! Set up last year, EDI is a 
free advice and information service for 
employers - the go-to place for employers 
who need information or support on the 
recruitment, management and retention 
of employees with disabilities. With the 
backing of a consortium of employer 
organisations - Chambers Ireland, Ibec 
and ISME – and funding from the National 
Disability Authority, the EDI team 
promote and drive inclusive employment 
initiatives through a dedicated helpline, 
email and by providing a wealth of 



information and guidance supports for 
employers on the website. 
Now inclusion and diversity can move 
from a company’s wish list of activities to 
becoming part of day-to-day operations - 
being a driver for innovation, creativity 
and problem-solving in your company. 
 
For any specific queries or advice about 
disability in the workplace and inclusive 
employment, please contact us on 
info@employerdisabilityinfo.ie, visit 
www.employerdisabilityinfo.ie or call us 
on 01 6762014 or 086 17 00 472. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Social Media: Twitter - @EmployerDisInfo Facebook -  @EmployerDisInfo 

 
Contact us using #AskEDI or #inclusivebusiness!

 
 
 

mailto:info@employerdisabilityinfo.ie
http://www.employerdisabilityinfo.ie/
https://twitter.com/EmployerDisInfo


 



THE CASE FOR A PERJURY ACT 

 “O, what a tangled web we weave; when 

first we practice to deceive”. The famous 

quote from Sir Walter Scott captures the 

danger and consequence when someone 

wilfully sets out to deceive and lie to 

advance themselves.  

Such a quote is suitably qualified to sum 

up the entangled web we find ourselves in 

when it comes to exaggerated insurance 

claims and their respective pay outs from 

particular authorities.  

 
These disingenuous claims create an 
attitude of what is known as ‘compo 
culture’ and as a result, establish a 
situation whereby insurance premiums 
increase too off-set the pay-outs on these 
claims. This leaves businesses in a 
precarious situation. Over the last 12 
month many of our members have given 
us feedback on the damage and 
consequential nature of these excessive 
premiums on their business.  

This has raised an important question; 
what can we do as business owners and 
representatives do to help curb this issue? 
The answer is simple, we have put 
forward logical and practical policy 
submissions to Government and relevant 
authorities on what can be done.  

Last month we launched our policy 
document on the need for a Perjury Act.  

This document set out why we believe the 
enactment of a Perjury Act is an essential 
component in the fight against white-
collar crime in general; and for lower 
insurance costs in particular. Introducing 
an Act of this nature will “protect 
businesses from falsified claims and help 
bring about an environment where 
spurious claims are discouraged”, 
according to Supermac’s founder Pat 
McDonagh.    

While the introduction of a Perjury Act 
will not, by itself, reduce the cost of 
insurance, it will:  
 
1. Reduce the number of blatantly false 
and exaggerated claims before the Injuries 
Board and the courts.  
 
2. Make more practicable the prosecution 
and conviction of plaintiffs producing false 
and exaggerated claims before the Injuries 
Board and the courts 
 
3. Reduce the social and cultural tolerance 
of perjury among citizens and the 
judiciary, in much the same way as Road 
Traffic legislation has progressively 
improved driver behaviour and reduced 
fatalities over time.  

 

For more information on Perjury policy, 
click here. 

https://www.isme.ie/case-perjury-act


 



SUCCESSION PLANNING AND YOUR BUSINESS  
 

Many SME business owner/managers 
often worry about the lack of executive 
strength in their companies. They are very 
worried that they lack sufficient “ready 
now” candidates to replace planned & 
unplanned losses of key leaders. As a 
result, the future continuity and 
performance of their business is at risk. 
These same executives may, however, 
also feel that their companies have been 
doing succession planning for years.  
 
If you are among the many SME business 
owner / managers who are not happy 
with the impact of your succession 
planning process, you have plenty of 
company. Here are four practical ideas on 
how you can get more impact from your 
organization’s succession planning efforts. 
 
1.  Change the name of the process 
to from Succession Planning to 
Succession Development 
Plans do not develop anyone — only 
development experiences develop people. 
Many SMEs put more effort and attention 
into the planning process than they do 
into the development process. Succession 
planning processes have lots of to-do’s — 
forms, charts, meetings, due dates and 
checklists. They sometimes create a false 
sense that the planning process is an end 
in itself rather than a precursor to real 
development. Many humans fall into the 
same trap regarding physical fitness. We 
have may have fantastic plans in place to 
lose weight. We may be very proud of our 
plans, which include detailed daily goals 
for diet, alcohol consumption, and 
exercise. And if our execution were half as 
impressive as our planning, we would be 
very svelte. Our focus should be on weight  
loss, not planning for weight loss. 
 
 
2.  Measure outcomes, not process 
This change of emphasis is important for 
several reasons. First, good managers pay 
attention to what gets measured and 
what gets rewarded. If leadership 
development is not enough of a priority 

for the company to establish goals and 
track progress against those goals, it will 
be difficult to make any succession 
planning process work. Second, the act of 
engaging with senior managers to 
establish these goals will build support for 
succession planning and ownership for 
leadership development. Third, these 
results will help guide future efforts and 
mid-course corrections. 
 
The metrics an SME could establish for 
Succession Development might include 
goals like the percent of senior role 
vacancies that are actually filled with an 
internal promotion vs. an external hire, or 
the percent of promotions that actually 

come from the high-potential pool. Too 
often, we find companies measure only 
the percent of managers that had 
completed succession plans in place. 
 
3.  Keep it simple 
Sometimes SMEs add excessively complex 
assessment criteria to the succession  
planning process in an effort to improve 
the quality of the assessment. Some of 
these criteria are challenging even for 
behavioral scientists to assess, much less 
the average line manager. Since the 
planning process is only a precursor to 
focus the development, it doesn’t need to 
be perfect. More sophisticated 
assessments can be built into the 
development process and administered by 
a competent coach. 

 
4.  Stay realistic 
Following are two classic examples how 
succession plans may lack realism: 

• The head of engineering is a high 
performing leader who has the 



potential to be COO. She has always 
been in an engineering role. If she had 
sales experience, she would be even 
more ready to be the COO so her 
development plan is written to include 
a job move to be head of sales. 
However, this company would never 
take the risk of putting someone 
without sales experience in the top 
sales job — so her development plan 
perpetually says, “move to a sales job”  
even though that will never happen. 
 

• The CFO is a high performing leader 
who has passed all the assessment 

criteria to be a high potential, ready-now 
candidate for the CEO job. He is told he is 
the top candidate. However, the CEO 

can’t stand the guy, and as a result, he will 
never get the job as long as that CEO has a 
say in the matter. 

 
While development plans and succession 
charts aren’t promises, they are often 
communicated as such and can lead to 
frustration if they aren’t realistic. Bottom 
line, don’t jerk around high performing 
leaders with unrealistic development 
expectations. Only give the promise of 
succession if there is a realistic chance of 
its happening! 

 
We believe the four suggestions above 
can help shift your organization’s focus 
from planning to development — and 
achieve increased depth in your bench 
strength. 

 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 



 

NEW PUBLIC PROCUREMENT GUIDELINES 

INTRODUCED 

 
 
Public procurement is an important driver 
for economic growth and employment; its 
creative use can help maximise the impact 
of public spending. ISME, the Irish Small 
and Medium Enterprises Association has 
long lobbied for the introduction of a 
fairer, more transparent and equitable 
procurement system. We have lobbied 
Government, opposition parties, members 
of the Oireachtas and Government 
departments and agencies extensively 
through the years. While there has been 
improvements in this areas, such as the 
transposing into Irish law of EU directives 
regarding procurement, much more needs 
to be done in this important area.  

The recent announcement by the 

Department of Finance and Expenditure 

and Reform is a welcome step in 

introducing more transparent laws around 

procurement. These new guidelines will 

simplify rules and provide support for 

SMEs.  

The guidelines replace previous guidelines 
published by the Department of Public 
Expenditure and Reform and take account 
of 2014 EU Directives, as implemented 
and transposed into Irish law.   

 
 
The guidelines will support contracting  
authorities, including the Office of 
Government Procurement, the four key 
sectors (Health, Education, Local  
Government and Defence), individual 
Departments, Offices, commercial and 
non-commercial State bodies, and private 
entities which are subsidised 50% or more 
by a public body, when awarding 
contracts for goods and services.  

The current EU Directives on public 

procurement are: 

• Directive 2014/24/EU on public 
procurement (goods, services 
and works)  

• Directive 2014/25/EU on 
procurement by entities 
operating in the water, energy, 
transport and postal services 
sectors  

• Directive 2014/23/EU on the 
award of Concession Contracts 

 
For more information on the new 
guidelines checkout the Office of 
Government Procurement here. 

http://ogp.gov.ie/public-procurement-guidelines-for-goods-and-services/
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